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Radio shadowing

TDMTDM TDM

ATC control center 3ATC control center 1 ATC control center 2

Innovative cloud architecture 
for air traffic control
A unique solution from Rohde & Schwarz can help national and international air traffic control (ATC) 

authorities rise to the approaching challenge of drastic structural changes. The latest example comes 

from Ireland and Iceland where a joint air traffic control modernization project is underway for the North 

Atlantic flight corridor.

In focus: flight density and costs
Rising air traffic density and pressures to reduce costs  create 
challenges for ATC authorities. The piecemeal air space over 
Europe complicates matters as well. Fig. 1 shows the  current 
national ATC areas of responsibility in the air space over Cen-
tral Europe. The red lines indicate two hypothetical flight 
routes – one from France to Germany and another from 
Italy to Germany. Even short flights like these entail frequent 
switching between air traffic control authorities: France – Bel-
gium – Netherlands – Germany, and Italy – Switzerland – Aus-
tria – Germany.

Geographic conditions can also dictate frequent ATC respon-
sibility transfers (see Fig. 2). The radio shadowing in this 
example means that additional communications resources 
are needed to ensure seamless flight monitoring and con-
trol. The widespread time division multiplexing (TDM – origi-
nally developed for public phone networks) technology used 
here makes it impossible to network these resources. TDM 
allows users to exploit only those radio resources that are 

connected to their local control centers. The connections are 
circuit-switched and there are no through-connections for 
radio resources between individual control centers (or they 
are not feasible due to interface incompatibility).

All of these constraints have a negative impact on air traffic. 
On the one hand, frequent ATC responsibility transfers require 
large numbers of personnel at numerous control centers. This 
ultimately affects ticket prices, as airlines have to pay an air 
traffic control fee for each flight – a fee that includes person-
nel expenses and operating costs. On the other hand, ATC 
personnel have a higher workload, as each ATC responsibility 
transfer requires an official handover of the aircraft being con-
trolled. Handovers take a certain amount of time. As a result, 
frequent transfers increase the loads on pilots and control-
lers and ultimately limit the capacity of the controlled airspace. 
High operating costs and limited air space capacity reduce 
opportunities for additional growth with the current configura-
tion of Central European airspace. The same problem occurs 
in more or less identical fashion in the global air space.

Fig. 1: Sample flight routes (red) with frequent ATC responsibility transfers 

in the small-scale airspace over Central Europe.
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Fig. 2: Radio shadowing induced by geographic constraints necessitates 

frequent transfers of responsibility between various ATC control centers.
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The solution: IP technology and standardization
The above problems can be solved by taking two engineering 
measures. The first is to ensure universal accessibility of com-
munications resources across national and geographic bor-
ders. The second is to use standardized, manufacturer-inde-
pendent interfaces to access radios for voice communications 
between air traffic controllers and pilots as well as for special 
telephone connections for controller-controller voice commu-
nications between ATC centers.

Use of the Internet protocol (IP) makes it possible to 
achieve universal accessibility. Industry stakeholders and 
ATC authorities in Europe joined together to establish the 
EUROCAE ED-137 standard for interfaces several years ago. 
Rohde & Schwarz was and is involved in developing its spec-
ifications. The original  European ED-137 standard has been 
adopted by more and more ATC authorities around the world 
including the United States,  Australia, Brazil, China, etc. – a 
trend that was confirmed when the International Civil Avi-
ation Organization (ICAO) added the standard to its global 
regulations. 

That is how voice over IP (VoIP) technology, known as Inter-
net telephony, is finding its way into air traffic control. To 
meet the demanding safety requirements existing for ATC, 
several adaptations and expansions such as enhanced fail-
safe performance, simplex method, etc. have been added to 
the standard. The R&S®VCS-4G voice communications solu-
tion and R&S®M3SR Series4100 / 4400 and R&S®Series4200 
radios come equipped with interfaces that adhere to 
EUROCAE ED-137.

Global innovation from Rohde & Schwarz:  
cloud architecture for ATC
The consistent use of VoIP technology in control  center 
voice communications systems and radios has enabled 
Rohde & Schwarz to become the world’s first manufacturer 
to implement the “cloud” principle in ATC communications 
(Fig. 3 and box below).

The solution features IP-based technology throughout, doing 
away with TDM. All communications resources are equipped 
with ED-137 VoIP interfaces and connected via a common, 
high-availability, secure IP backbone. This makes it possible to 
virtually pool physically and geographically distributed control 
centers into unified logical units. Entire control centers can 
be eliminated as VoIP works through the IP backbone to pro-
vide access to radios that would otherwise be unreachable. In 
addition to a reduction in costs, this virtual coupling of con-
trol centers also offers advantages such as higher availability 
and increased overall system failsafety. This is why, for exam-
ple, “virtual control center part 2” in Fig. 3 can fully assume 
the duties of “virtual control center part 1” in case of fail-
ure by remotely accessing the radios previously assigned to 
that location. This transition is transparent to air traffic. The 
same applies if a virtual control center is taken out of opera-
tion for maintenance or becomes uneconomical to operate for 
a period of time.

The world’s first ever cloud-based virtual center  technology 
implemented in the R&S®VCS-4G system solution from 
Rohde & Schwarz supports ATC authorities as they make 
necessary structural changes in national and international 

R&S®VCS-4G in action  
with IAA and ISAVIA
The Irish (IAA) and Icelandic (ISAVIA) 
air traffic control authorities are 
jointly responsible for the flight corri-
dor over the North Atlantic (Fig.). The 
modernization program for both the 
IAA and ISAVIA ATC communica-
tions systems involved the previously 
impracticable requirement of making 
it possible for the Icelandic author-
ity to take on full control of Ireland’s 
duties and vice versa. This require-
ment stemmed from economic con-
siderations and the demand for effi-
cient, dynamic resource distribution 
between both ATC authorities. There 

Areas of responsibility of 

the ATC centers in Ire-

land and Iceland across 

the North Atlantic flight 

corridor.
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ATC cloud architecture

Secure ATC communications cloud

High-availability, secure IP backbone

VoIP

Virtual 
control center 
part 2VoIPVoIP VoIPVoIP

Virtual 
control center 
part 1

airspace. The system prevents the above-mentioned nega-
tive effects of national and geographic constraints on air traf-
fic. Consolidating required control centers and providing 
cloud-based access to communications resources reduces 
the number of complex, time-consuming ATC handovers 
between control centers and lowers operating costs.

Fig. 4 outlines the essential components of the R&S®VCS-4G. 
All of the voice communications systems and radios together 
form a communications resource cloud. Each air traffic con-
troller at each control center can transparently access any 
ground-to-air (radio) or ground-to-ground (phone line) channel 
in the entire network.

Fig. 3: All communications 

resources are equipped with 

ED-137 VoIP interfaces and are 

connected via a common, highly 

available and secure IP backbone.

was also a demand for enhanced oper-
ational safety in case of major system 
malfunctions or even total failure of one 
of the two systems.

R&S®VCS-4G virtual center technol-
ogy enabled Rohde & Schwarz to pre-
vail over the global market leader dur-
ing the tender process. The ATC cen-
ters in  Ballygireen (Ireland) and Gufunes 
(Iceland) are now both being equipped 
with an R&S®VCS-4G system. The sys-
tems are interconnected in a cloud 
architecture so as to allow air traf-
fic controllers at either control center 
to fully or partially take over the duties 
of the other center for ground-to-air 

The customers state that it was more 
than technology leadership that 
made the difference in awarding the 
tender to Rohde & Schwarz. It was 
the company’s customer-oriented 
approach summed up in the phrase 

“everything from a single source.” 
The system solutions were delivered 
in mid-2014. They will replace the 
old systems and enter regular oper-
ation in the second half of 2015 after 
integration and testing have been 
completed.

and ground-to-ground communica-
tions. The high-performance IP connec-
tion required to link the two ATC centers 
runs through leased, redundant IP back-
bones installed in submarine cables. 
Rohde & Schwarz integrated existing 
competitor VHF and HF radios into its 
solution to cover ground-to-air com-
munications. The company installed 
R&S®M3SR Series4100 HF receivers as 
well. Unlike competitor devices, these 
receivers connect via VoIP in line with 
EUROAE ED-137. An automatically con-
trolled antenna switch matrix modified 
to customer specifications was also part 
of this substantial order.
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R&S®VCS-4G virtual center technology

Remote access to 
communications resources

Synchronization of 
ATC information

ATC information cloud (roles, flight status …)

Virtual control center part n

VoIPVoIP

Virtual control center part 1

VoIP

Virtual control center part 2

R&S®VCS-4G 
virtual center

High-availability,   secure IP backbone

VoIP VoIPVoIP

Communications resources cloud
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The workflows required for the diverse ATC tasks are stored 
at every control center in what is known as a VCS configura-
tion and management system (VCMS) server. The ATC infor-
mation stored and managed there defines items such as air 
traffic controller roles, i. e. who is responsible for what part 
of the air space and what communications resources (radios, 
phone lines) are reserved for that individual controller. In the 
R&S®VCS-4G system solution, the various local VCMS serv-
ers are implemented as a Linux-based, highly advanced, dis-
tributed PostgreSQL database system with automatic data 
synchronization and replication between local database 
instances. All of the VCMS servers together form a cloud for 
ATC information.

Summary
International air traffic control is facing major challenges from 
rising air traffic densities and demands to reduce costs. Tech-
nology can play a significant role in mitigating the severity of 
the situation by virtualizing ATC control centers. To achieve 
this, all communications resources belonging to an extended 
control area are exported to a cloud. The recources in the 
cloud can be jointly used by the participating control cen-
ters via standardized IP access. Rohde & Schwarz proved the 
advantages of this approach for the first time ever when it 
equipped the ATC centers (Ireland and Iceland) responsible 
for air traffic over the North Atlantic. This was made possible 
by creating an all-IP-based, currently unique communications 
system that includes everything from the air traffic controller’s 
microphone to the antenna.

Dr. Markus Lautenbacher

Fig. 4: Key components of 

R&S®VCS-4G virtual center 

technology.
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End-to-end ATC system solution from Rohde&Schwarz

¸Series4200
VoIP radio

¸GW5420 / 30 telephony gateway

Analog radio¸GW5410 radio gateway

PBX

Third-party server

IP network

¸SC5400
VoIP phone

¸GB5400
controller working position 

¸GT5400 NTP time server ¸GW5450 VCS gateway

Traditional VCS

¸GB5400 
controller working position

¸RS5400 radio server

¸DB5400 VCMS server

Recorder

¸VS5400 VoIP server

PSTN

¸SC5400
VoIP phone

VCMS client /
¸RCMS II 

Rohde & Schwarz is the only manufacturer on the market that can 
offer ATC customers a complete, end-to-end system solution cov-
ering everything from the air traffic controller’s communications 
system through a broad selection of radios to a variety of amplifier, 
filter and antenna options. Here are a few examples:

R&S®GB5400 controller working position
 ❙ Functions: fully VoIP-based ground-to-air and ground-to-ground 
communications for controller working positions

 ❙ Device options:
 ■ 12" and 15" touchscreen options
 ■ Up to four loudspeakers and four headsets
 ■ Redundant power supplies and IP network connections
 ■ New: compact version that requires minimal space

 ❙ Audio interfaces: VoIP (EUROCAE ED-137)
 ❙ Hardware: custom Intel-based PC board
 ❙ Operating system: custom CentOS Linux

R&S®Series4200 software defined radios
 ❙ VHF / UHF frequency range: 112 MHz to 156 MHz / 225 MHz to 
400 MHz

 ❙ Power: 50 W for VHF and UHF 
 ❙ Automatic main / standby operation 
 ❙ Best signal selection (BSS) in the receiver
 ❙ Data transfer via VDL mode 2
 ❙ Detection of simultaneous transmissions (DSiT) in the receiver
 ❙ Audio interfaces:

 ■ Analog
 ■ E1
 ■ VoIP (EUROCAE ED-137)

R&S®M3SR Series4100 software defined radios
 ❙ HF frequency range: 1.5 MHz to 30 MHz
 ❙ Power: 150 W, 500 W, 1000 W, 4 kW 
 ❙ HF broadband / HF split site systems 
 ❙ Embedded secure voice and data capable
 ❙ IP over air (IPoA)
 ❙ SIP-based remote voice operation
 ❙ Audio interfaces:

 ■ Analog
 ■ VoIP (EUROCAE ED-137)

From the microphone to the antenna – end-to-end system solutions from Rohde & Schwarz
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